Drawing lesson

Be brave and enjoy it!
Penny Pullan was a key note speaker at the DREAM event in October
2016. Her talk was a drawing lesson. She advocated using scribbly
figures, instead of the widely used anorectic stick figures. This gave rise
to much discussion afterwards on Twitter.
by Johan Oldenziel and Reinoud de Leve

During the session, you taught us to draw
scribbly figures instead of sticky ("anorexia")
figures. Why should we draw scribbly figures
instead of sticky figures?
That’s a great question! I’d far rather that people drew
stick figures and use visual representations than just use
words. I find that we can do better. You see, people don’t
look really like sticks. I certainly don’t! Anyone who was
that thin wouldn’t be healthy. They would be at death’s
door. There’s another reason: as analysts we are very
used to using stick men in our diagrams. UML allows
them to be used as symbols for actors, even to represent
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systems! Try drawing a stick man to represent a system
with a senior business executive in a meeting and see
what happens  they would think you were crazy. Instead,
draw boxes for IT systems and draw humanlike shapes
to represent people. Squiggly, scribbly people do have
the basic human shape and, beyond that, they are really
easy to draw and really forgiving in case your pen slips.
What I suggest is that we need to bring the human side
into our business analysis work. After all, we work with
people and, while we need to be pretty good at the
logical side, we achieve with and through people. We
need to engage people, to bring in our personalities and
laugh and learn together. Remember the story of Kim
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Do you have hints for
beginning drawing
analysts?

that I shared at the DREAM conference? Kim had tried
for weeks to convince her business users to sign off her
process models, drawn out in perfect BPMN. When she
made her process models more human by using little
squiggly people, and squiggly cows, the business users
signed off everything in under an hour. Try it and see!

We need to engage people, to bring
in our personalities and laugh and
learn together.
What are criteria for good figures?
Good figures? Why is it that we business analysts want
to aim for perfection? Well, I think that good figures are
ones that are recognisable and reflect the essence of
what they represent. They don’t need to have everything
visible. I tend to leave out noses and eyes and ears as
our brains are quite able to see the essence of a person
with only an oval for a face. So I would say that perfect
figures drawn by a computer would be too much, too
perfect and therefore lacking character and the human
touch. That’s not helpful. Good figures are ones which
engage people and draw them in, perhaps making those
who look at them smile.

Yes. Just do it. Look at the
world around you and work out
what shapes things are based
on. Here are some clues:
• Rectangle: fridge, washing
machine, window, painting,
book, laptop, mobile phone
(with rounded corners)
• Circle: pond, fishbowl
• Oval: head, balloon, eye
Once you know the underlying shape, then add one or
two details to make it clear. Add a handle to a rectangle
to create a door. Add a few markings to make another
rectangle into a football pitch. You don’t need all the
detail, just enough to communicate. You can add a word
underneath to make it completely clear.
To get you going with a set of images that are very useful
for analysts, sign up at my site:
www.graphicsmadeeasy.co.uk for a free template each
week for three months. It’s a step by step course which
breaks down each template into very simple starter
shapes. Everything is straightforward, no more
complicated than writing individual letters of the alphabet.

How can you develop your image set?
Look around. Try some books on sketch noting or
graphic facilitation. Come and spend a day with me
learning how to draw lines, figures and create your own
largescale poster. Use your graphics and continue
learning. While many people feel very worried that they
will look silly, in reality, I find that others find graphics
really engaging and fun. So be brave and enjoy it!

You taught us to draw a bicyclist and a person
in a wheelchair. Is there a base set of figures
an analyst should be able to draw? And what
requirements are there for these base figures?
Yes, the base figure is just a squiggle for a body, an oval
for a head, and arms and legs. Of course you can add in
whatever else you want to! As I showed you at the
DREAM conference, they are very flexible. You don’t
need to have a prepared set of figures. Just practice
drawing the basic, core figure and come up with your
own variations. Try things that would be particularly
useful for your own work context.
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